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Engineered dispensing solutions Since 1929! 

Albion Engineering is a third-generation company internationally recognized as a leader 
in the field of hand held dispensing technologies.  Albion supports multiple industries 
with innovative, high quality dispensing tools and accessories for the most demanding 
applications

Albion has been a leader in the dispensing tool / caulking gun markets since 1929. 
Over the years, Albion has expanded the dispensing gun product line immensely for air-
powered and multi-component caulk gun models, dispensing gun accessories and special 
dispensing gun tools. Albion has been granted several patents and has several others 
pending in the field of high-thrust and power assisted caulking guns. Today, the Albion 
Engineering Company has over 600 catalogued dispensing guns, caulk gun accessories, 
and specialty products. We continue to remain committed to providing you with innovative, 
top of the line caulking gun solutions for your dispensing needs.

We are especially proud of our Professional Line, which satisfies the needs of skilled 
craftsmen installing sealants and adhesives on a daily basis. These individuals require 
heavy-duty tools that are adaptable for special applications and are easily maintained 
with replacement parts. They expect their tools to perform day-in, day-out and to endure 
harsh chemicals. These tools must operate reliably over a wide range of temperatures and 
the unforgiving environment of construction job sites. The Professional Line is our long-
developed solution for this demanding group. Drives in this category are Special Deluxe 
(most popular), Special Deluxe Plus, Ultra, Deluxe, Utility, Utility Plus, Air, Cordless and 
Push-Pull.

The B-Line is designed to compete with the best from around the world.  By combining 
legendary Albion design and quality we offer tools that stand above the competition in 
value.  Drives in this category are B1, B8, B12, B18 and B26. 

Legendary Albion design and quality make these tools the leaders in value. *The original Albion dispenser  
(patent No.1986166) dated 1935  
from the United States Patent Office.


